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Efe Songun

The Stain
It laid there. Long and thin. Black and
white. Just a stain. If wiped then something
else would have risen underneath it.

him to various places since he didn’t
grow old. He would wander around. For
good fortune.

The boy wasn’t ready. So he left it
untouched. He was busy with something
else.

He slowly picked up the cloth. The
stain was there. The wrinkles around his
eyes suddenly stretched his face and blue
veins rose on his hands as he looked at the
stain. An unbearable pain ached through
his spine. He looked again. Then he started
to scream. As he yelled he got older.

The old woman remembered her husband when she looked at the stain. She
was once married to a fertile man. He
had left her in the midst of their youth.
She looked at the stain and grabbed a
cloth to clean it. The doorbell rang
when she was to wipe it out. She put the
cloth on top of the stain and left.

And smaller. His blonde hair turned
grey then white. His knees were bent.
He curled up next to the stain.

The stain stood there. Long and thin.
Black and white. It was there.

The old woman and the boy heard the
voices from outside. The sound of glass
breaking and groaning. They decided
not to open the door. So they’ve waited.
They locked the door from outside and
walked out to the yard.

When the boy went inside he saw the
cloth above the stain. He held himself
back from seeing whether the stain was
still there or not. He was fed up with it.
If it was there, then there was nothing
he could do. The old woman could see it.
It was her duty to. Anyways.

They held hands out in the garden and
started to spin around. They sang songs
so loud and spinned. Without a break.

A man with blond hair walked inside.
He was brought there with prayers and
longing of the time.

The old woman attracted youth as
she turned. Rejuvenated. And the boy
didn’t grow old.

He was always neat. People invited

The man had fallen.
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Stones of Memory
I was chosen as the fourth coffin bearer
to help carry my Grandma Hannah to her
grave. My father and mother lay side by
side in a section of the cemetery a little
farther away. I ran there to speak to them
and pray God to let us be together again
one day. Then I ran back, faster this time,
for the funeral. The director pointed me
to the fourth handle on the coffin.
Three other bearers led the procession with me. Ancient pines stood thick
on both sides of our route. After a few
moments of walking, I saw fluttering
– a brownish-black shiver shaped like
my violin case. The owl was sitting in a
heavily tufted pine against a curtain of
eggshell clouds. It was looking down at
us, I thought. End-of-life flowers from
tulip-poplars were falling onto the walk,
their scent of cucumber reminding me
of Grandma’s cooking. Suddenly, the
bearer walking in front of me slipped
on some blossoms. The coffin tore out
of my hands – all of our hands – and
landed inside the pit at an angle. Looking
down into it with mixed feelings, I saw
Grandma’s favorite shawl, the Russian
one decorated with blue and pale yellow
corn flowers.
Grandpa Leo limped toward my
Aunt Audrey, his daughter. She handed
him Grandma’s silver Star of David and
he gave her his cane. He went slowly, his

white mustache looking like a seagull,
toward the grave. When he tottered,
two workers moved toward him and
kept him standing, his hand sweeping
across his eyes. Grandma had died before he reached the hospital, and at the
funeral home they had not let him see
her after the coffin was closed; they said
it was our tradition.
Pa, our family’s name for Grandpa,
lowered himself into the grave to
waist-height. I wanted to see Grandma
rise up straight, brush herself off, and
say something like go home, children.
And tell us about the wonderful lunch
she planned to make. And she would
probably pinch me lightly on the cheek
and say she wanted me to play her the
Brahms sonata I had been preparing for
my recital. But we didn’t leave since Pa
was still in the pit and the burial hadn’t
begun. He had said to me back at the funeral home, “The globe is upside down
for me, Morrie,” so I figured that he and I
would probably not work in the screened
porch again very soon. The porch was
our “sanctum” where he sketched harmonies on a portable blackboard for me to
play to become a rounded musician.
Shimon and Elly Beller were relatives
I had not met. As we stood in front of
the grave, waiting for Rabbi to start
the service, I heard them converse
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many blessèd qualities.” He mentioned
half a dozen things, but not my little
Grandma’s humorous side. I remembered an instance. Once, before I was
going to play a recital, she made my
favorite wide noodles topped with cottage cheese, green peas and cinnamon.
She was wearing the Russian shawl and
I was standing close to her at the stove.
“Morrie, your peas are black,” she
said, grinning.
“Black, Grandma?”
“Don’t you see them black in the pot,
my Wunderkind son?” (She called me ‘son.’)
“They’re black, Grandma?”
“Of course not – they’re the same
green ones you shelled. Not like the
black gumballs you used to chew while
you’re playing.”
“When I was a little guy.”
She hugged me and I hugged her.
The top of her head did not reach my
chest.
I sat down for her to serve lunch. She
straightened the tablecloth in front of
me and we ate. Afterward, she snipped
at my unruly sideburns with the small
scissor she had in her apron pocket.
She said, “Pa says you are my souschef and his first-class harmony student.”
“I don’t play that good yet, Grandma.”
“Sit still, I’m going to pin your waves
back so the audience sees who’s playing.”
“Won’t they see my name on the
program?”
“They should have a face to go with a
name, Morrie.”

about their bolt-cloth business and
large donations to their synagogue. So I
realized that Shimon’s pinky ring with its
tiger-eye rubies was not a cereal box toy.
His double-chinned face turned to me and
then his wife.
“Ell, where do kids like this go to
funerals?” he said. “Meshuga.”
She lifted her black half-veil, squeezed
off a one second smile in my direction
and cuddled against her husband.
“Shush, Shimmy,” she said in a
near-whisper, “he’s standing there.”
Unexpectedly, he went lumbering
toward Grandma’s grave, trampling a
stretch of the tended lawn. He barked
down at Pa, “No touching inside the box, it’s
a sin.” I thought of a referee announcing a
boxing match on TV. Pa, who had served
as a drummer in the Czar’s army, sounded
military when he called back, “It’s none of
your business, mister.”
Shimon plodded back to our group
with a white splotch on the shoulder of
his camel hair coat where a bird had gotten him. I tried to keep the satisfaction
off my face since he was an adult.
When Pa pulled himself from the pit,
I didn’t see Grandma’s Star of David in
his hand anymore.
Two workers climbed down to reattach the sprung coffin cover. The
six wooden dowels squeaked as they
pressed them into their holes. I wondered if Grandma heard that sound just
inches above her.
Rabbi Fried spoke to our group:
“Yesterday, God called His daughter
Hannah Leah to Him. But she left us
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stood at their graves and cried until
Aunt Audrey put her arms around me.
But today I forced myself not to make a
sound, for Pa’s sake.
I heard a voice and turned to see.
“I’m asking for some stones,” Shimon
said to a grave worker.
“I got none, like I told you a’ready,”
the man replied.
“You know, Jewish people leave a
stone behind on the grave, so how come
you ain’t got none?
“Are ya sayin we don’t wanna help
people, mister? We try pretty hard, ya
know. D’you want ta dig graves fer a
livin?”
A second worker pulled a handful of
small stones from his overalls.
“ ’Here y’are, ya can ’ave ’em,” he said
to Shimon.
Shimon took the stones and placed
them on the edge of Grandma Hannah’s
grave – a symbol that the deceased is
not abandoned. I picked up a small blue
stone from the ground and left it on the
grave as well.
I followed Shimon and Elly toward
Rabbi Fried’s car for the trip home.
Waiting to get in, I saw its tailpipe
belching clouds with a steady rhythm.
Sometime later, I thought that things
that seem sure to last, with an uninterrupted rhythm, often only appear that
way – that nothing really endures unchanged. When my mother and father
were brought into the hospital after the
accident, a doctor said their signs were
encouraging and they would come out
all right. Later a man in a white suit told

***
A dog appeared from between two
tombstones about ten yards from our
group and stood looking at us, whining. It
sounded like a crying infant. I had an urge
to call to it, but that would not be proper.
It came closer to us and rested its black
nose on the soil around Grandma’s grave.
Shimon shambled toward it waving his
arms like a windmill.
“This is not a place for dogs. Get!” he
bellowed.
The dog snarled. Shimon bent to
pick something up from the ground and
raised it over his head. A whistle sounded from somewhere. The dog turned and
trotted away. Panting, Shimon returned
to our group.
“I could fix that dog real good,” he
said to his wife.
“You’re being a braggart, my darling?”
“A bragger? Yeah, they want me to
sell out cheap, but I’m not giving up that
way.” He brandished a thick fist that I
was startled to see so close to her face.
The coffin started downward. In
seconds it stopped, hanging in the air.
Workers bustled to free it. Before I could
make sense of what was happening, the
coffin started moving again. When it
touched pit bottom, two workers began
spading soil. The soil they threw made
thumps on the coffin. When they finished,
I ached at seeing only soil down there.
As Rabbi Fried chanted the mourners’
prayer, I felt Pa’s fingers closing around
my wrist and nudging me toward the
grave. At my parents’ funeral I had
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my Aunt Audrey that their vital signs
had weakened. Minutes later, another
man in a white suit told a nurse standing
near me, “They went really fast.” I nearly
didn’t stop crying that day.

soon after celebrating my confirmation;
“disharmonious” my violin teacher might
have said.

***

“They let the box fall,” Shimon,
sitting in the front seat next to Rabbi
Fried who drove, growled through the
monogrammed handkerchief he held
over his nose. “You know, I got this boltcloth business, Rabbi, in a big warehouse.
My workers do fork lifting, sorting,
storing, rollup, rollout – everything – and
I pay them decent. But if they give me
aggravation, I tell them take a long walk.”
“I see, Mr. Beller,” Rabbi said.
“When I get war contracts from the
government I specially don’t like screwups.”
“Do you think the world really needs
all these wars?” Rabbi said.
“Right. But now I got lots of leftover
goods. Wise-guys in the business want
me to liquidate cheap. You know, you got
to know your business real good, Rabbi.
So who’s gonna talk to the funeral home
guys?”
“Talk about what, Mr. Beller?”
“They let the box drop. And they use
a kid to carry it – on the cheap.”
“Please, no more right now, Mr. Beller.”
Shimon turned and targeted me. “You
got lots of curls” he said.
“Shush, Shimmy” Elly said. “Maybe
his mother likes it. And he’s a violinist.”
Shimon targeted me again.
“You play good? My daughter plays
concert piano, graduated high school all

***

Rabbi Fried drove us home. I sat behind him, Elly next to me. The rain and
wind had strengthened and brown and
rusty leaves slapped at my window. As I
watched the leaves, some of them turned
into my parents and Grandma Hannah’s
faces. The word “forlorn” was in my
thoughts. My mind had been saying it
over and over since we stood outside
the funeral home, waiting for the limo
that would bring us to the cemetery. It
was at the home that Pa called himself
“farloyren” – to tell Aunt Audrey and
me that he felt lost. Back in the Family
Chapel, he had appeared to be chewing
on something. But we hadn’t eaten anything that morning. He had reached out
to touch my head as we stood near the
coffin, but he got my skullcap instead. I
reached into my pockets for some sesame
squares left over from my confirmation,
but my fingers only touched some crumbly, boiled chickpeas. I didn’t pull them
out of my pocket, but I had wanted to
give Pa something.
Daylight entering the chapel through
three story-high illustrated windows
had made the twelve faces around the
coffin look purple while an organ played
in the background. It was insane to
be burying my Grandma Hannah so
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said, using her Hebrew name and cutting an arc with his hand as if he was
giving a sermon.
“We have water and soda in the
apartment, Shimon,” she said.
“No. We need water to wash our hands
before we go inside. I’m talking from the
Bible. You shoulda got somebody to put
water outside the building for us.”
Elly lifted her black half-veil and I
saw the huge smile Julia Roberts displays
in the movies.
“It takes maybe just a few minutes to
bring a little water, Audrey,” she said.
“You can send Morton here to buy a
small bottle.”
Shimon took several steps closer to
my Aunt, bringing his head to a foot
above hers. “Phone a neighbor to bring
some water, Devoyrah, or send the kid
for some,” he said in an irritable basso
voice. “Don’t do a sin on your mother.”
Elly unzipped her purse. “I’m giving
Morton money to buy a little water,
Audrey” she said.
She pressed a dollar bill into my
hand. “Morton, any plain water with the
kosher letter K on the label will be fine.”
She spoke in a coaxing, almost musical
voice.
I hoped Aunt Audrey would tell me
not to go. I wanted her, Pa and me to
stay together the whole rest of the day
with no interruptions. She handed me
her umbrella.
“Morrie, please get a bottle of water
from the store,” she half-whispered.
“Come back soon.”

A’s with a full scholarship to Julliard.”
I might have told him that I had been
studying with a virtuoso teacher since
age six and had a Town Hall recital
coming up. But I figured that it would
only make him nastier. I pulled a little
plastic bag of licorice out of my coat
pocket, put a piece into my mouth and
offered the bag to Elly.
“It’s got a kosher sign – “K” – printed
on it,” I said.
She thanked me, took two pieces and
handed one to Shimmy.
“You sure it’s kosher?” he asked.
“Of course, Shimmy” she said. “Morton
just told us that.”
He unwrapped the piece and threw
the cellophane out the window, holding
the licorice in his hand.
“Black licorice is relaxing, Shimmy”
Elly said. “And it takes away any bad taste.”
***
We reached our apartment building.
The rain had stopped, but the wind was
kicking up. The people in our party hurried toward the entrance, pulling their
coats tighter.
Shimon rushed up the steps before
everybody else and stuck his palm out.
“Nobody goes in!” he said fortissimo.
I thought of a cross between a traffic
cop and a big-mouthed city official I had
once seen giving a campaign speech.
“What do you mean?” Aunt Audrey
said. She took Pa’s elbow and pushed
her pillbox hat down on her head.
“We need water, Devoyrah,” Shimon
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“My father’s not well,” she said,
stroking the threadlike white hair sticking out around his skullcap. I sat down
on the other side of Pa and put an arm
around him.
“He was okay in the grave, Devoyrah,”
Shimon said. “But he’s not okay to go into
the building? Let me, I can help him walk.”
I hated hearing more of Shimon
Nutty Bolt’s orders (I invented that name
for him on the spot).
“Please, my father is not ready this
very second, Shimon,” my Aunt said.
“Leave Pa and Aunt Audrey alone,” I
said to him, releasing my steam.
He looked at me as if he wanted me
to turn into smoke or worse.
“Milton shouldn’t go to a cemetery,
just twelve years old,” he said.
“I’m Morton, like I told you,” I said.
“And I’m fourteen, not twelve. Old enough
to carry my grandma’s coffin.”
He glared at me and his big hands
went into his coat pockets. I imagined him
hiding fists there, so I bunched my own
hands and stuffed them into my pants. I
was prepared. I remembered my Dad’s
expression about “spit hitting the fan.”
Shimon turned to my Aunt.
“Audrey, about the water, I’m only
saying what God wants.” He touched
the embroidered skullcap on his large
head as I had seen rabbis do while they
sermonized from the pulpit.
I had never heard Pa mention what
God wants. But once, while we were
drinking bowls of coffee he had learned
to make in the Czar’s army – light coffee
in hot milk, sugar, and hot water – I told

***
When I returned I handed Shimon
the bottle of water I had bought.
“What took you so long, Milton?” he
asked.
“There was a line,” I said.
But there was no line. I had walked
slowly to keep from walking into puddles.
“This is all you got?” he said.
“I only had a dollar.”
He turned to Rabbi Fried.
“Rabbi, the kid only got this little
bit,” he said handing the bottle to him.
“There’s water over there” I blurted
out to Shimon, pointing at a running
drain pipe on a corner of the building.
He grabbed my right arm and waggled
it.
“Get out,” he growled, “don’t tell me
shit caca! ”
His grip hurt my arm. I jabbed him
with my elbow. I didn’t want to risk
harming hands I needed to play my violin.
Elly pulled me away.
Aunt Audrey called, “Shimon, please,
we’re all upset.”
I was surprised to hear myself called
‘upset,’ which actually I was.
“Morrie, come here, please,” Aunt
Audrey called to me.
“He’s an idiot,” I said.
“But no fighting, Morrie. Not today.”
There was a moan. Pa was holding
onto the entrance railing but his knees
were doubling. Landing on a step, he
clasped his knees and ducked his head.
Aunt Audrey sat down beside him and
circled him in her arms.
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“Morrie, please shut the light off,” she
said. I felt the catch in her voice inside
my throat as we left the room.
We entered the living room where the
people who had gone to the funeral were
gathered. Most were drinking some wine
or whisky and eating raisins and almonds:
as they had just come from being among
the dead, they needed to be given spirits
and sweet foods to restore them to life.
Shimon and Elly came into the kitchen where I was preparing a tray of honey
cake to serve.
Elly stood a shopping bag on the table
and took little bags out of it.
“You can serve these fruits and nuts
too, Audrey” she said. “You can help her,
Morrie.”
For days after that I pictured my
Aunt pressing Shimon and Elly’s hands,
saying, ‘Thank you for coming to us today, like real family.’ Her words confused
me as they were at variance to Shimon’s
crossness.
I went into the living room with my
tray. Elly and Shimon were sitting on the
loveseat in the corner with their coats on.
I passed them by. My mind was racing,
assuring me that that since I had gotten
my confirmation as a man I could now
act on my thoughts.
“Can we please have some cake,
Morrie?” Elly said to my back.
I reversed my steps and held out the
tray – a little closer to her.
“Thank you, Morrie,” she said.
“You’re welcome.”
Shimon said, “Yeah, thanks, Milton.”
“Yeah, my name is still Morton,” I said.

him I had pushed a bigmouth classmate
against the wall at school and gotten
reprimanded. His reply bored into my
head: “Morrie, other people have always
left some kind of effect on me.”
***
Rabbi Fried opened the bottle of
water and said, “Go in out of the rain,”
as he sprinkled each person’s hands.
In Hebrew school I had learned
that Noah wanted to save all the living
things on earth with his ark. I thought
Pa would make a good Noah.
***
Aunt Audrey and I helped Pa onto his
bed and spread Grandma’s robe over him.
She rubbed his knees and covered them
with a heating pad. I smelled the minty
liquid that Grandma Hannah had used.
“It’s arthritis,” she had insisted, “I
don’t need an examination.”
I looked at her side of the bed. I
could not touch it. The chance that it
might be warm made me anxious.
Pa looked up at me and moved his
fingers fast like butterflies.
“Morrie, do you remember maestro
Rubinstein standing at the piano, sitting
down, up, down, up, down, rhythmic like
a metronome, playing the whole time?
Your violin makes me remember that.
We’ll do harmony again, don’t worry.”
Aunt Audrey turned off the radio she
had always left on for Grandma before
she went into the hospital.
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“He’s tough – with his food, his peeing,
his aches and pains –”
“You can get him home-care,” Pa said.
“We had somebody, but she left.”
“You can’t get somebody else?’ Pa
said, raising his voice a notch, and looked
over at Audrey on the couch, chewing
her lips.
“We don’t know any –”
“God in Heaven, Devoyrah,” Pa said,
“is a father too much trouble for a rich
son because he is old?” He sat down on
the couch next to Aunt Audrey.
Pa and I were waging the same battle,
I felt. I pictured Shimon as a bad boy
who’d been sent, still in his fine camel
hair coat, to stand outside in the rain. I
went back to collecting dirty dishes. I
silently shaped the words, “stupid bottle
of water.”
“There gotta be a prayer for the
trouble at the cemetery,” Shimon said,
speaking to Rabbi Fried and, I thought,
anybody who would listen.
Rabbi finished buttoning his overcoat.
“Mr. Beller, we believe God has mercy,
isn’t that so?”
“Yeah, He didn’t kill Adam and Eve
after they disobeyed Him.”
I had never heard that violent example
of God’s mercy.
“No,” Rabbi said. “But about today –
wouldn’t we all want to be near somebody we’re losing, even if it’s by accident
– which in essence may have been God
showing His mercy? Isn’t that possible,
Mr. Beller?”
Pa started to rise from the couch,
earthworm wrinkles spreading across

When Rabbi Fried put on his coat to
leave, Shimon walked toward him. His
loud voice carried over the sounds of
dishes and people leaving.
“Rabbi, I’m worried God will not excuse
us… the box falling and opening up…”
Pa came from the bedroom using his
cane and wearing a wrinkled white shirt
over a sweated undershirt and wrinkled
suit trousers. The veins around his eyes
looked black and he squinted at Shimon.
“You’re Nathan Beller’s son?” he asked.
“Yeah, I’m Shimon.”
“And where is your father?”
“In a home.”
“He is home?”
“No. He’s in a home.”
“He is staying in somebody’s home?”
“No, a home for old people. I pay for it.”
Pa paused.
“Do you have a house?” he said.
“So?”
“So you have a house?”
“Yeah, twelve rooms.”
Aunt Audrey handed Pa a glass of
some liquid.
He held it and looked at her
“Did you hear that, Devoyrah?” he
said. “Twelve.”
He turned back to Shimon.
“Do you use all your rooms?” he said.
Shimon did not respond.
“You must have an extra room,” Pa
said, “but you do not let your old father
live in it?”
“I got business problems,” Shimon said.
“But you are still well-off. So why
can’t your father live in your house?
With you?”
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“I smell it,” Shimon said and rushed
toward the end table where Elly was
sitting. She grabbed the lit cigar and
ran toward the kitchen with it. Shimon
beat the table with his handkerchief.
Aunt Audrey grabbed the singed wedding photograph of Pa and Grandma
Hannah from the table. As she started
blowing on it, Shimon snatched it and
slapped it between his hands.
“I’ll get that table fixed, Audrey, don’t
worry” he said.
“It was just an accident, Shimon,” she
replied.
She brought some kind of dark liquid
in a bottle and rubbed the burned wood
with it.
“Morrie,” she said to me, “Mama
bought the table after she married Pa.
Too bad we didn’t make a copy of the
picture.”
I was annoyed over throwing away
cake Shimon had left. I figured that if
I ever saw him again I would say things
I had held back. Possibly the first thing
would be that the burned table and photograph were not truer accidents than
the falling coffin he had been haranguing Rabbi about. Some years later, after
receiving my degree in music, I recalled
Shimon Beller, thinking that people like
him added to the human disconnects in
this world.

his forehead. Aunt Audrey tried to reach
for his arm, but he was already in front
of Shimon.
“Why are you so ill-tempered with
people?” he said to Shimon. He had a
spate of coughing and Audrey took his
arm and led him back to his bedroom.
Shimon scanned the living room,
looking as if he had been made a fool
of. His lips trembled like a child groping
for words. The lower one twitched.
He sat down heavily next to Elly. She
took a cigar from her pocketbook and
lit it with a lighter. He took it from her
hand and puffed on it.
I thought of saying, “Shimon Nutty
Bolts, does your father living in the oldage home know his sister died and her
funeral was today?” But I just continued
collecting dishes.
Rabbi Fried sat down next to Shimon.
“Maybe you know an old story, Mr.
Beller” he said.
I paid attention.
He said, “Rabbi Israel Salanter was
invited to dinner. The maid was sent to
the well for water. She came back struggling with two full pails. The rabbi took
a little water to wash his hands –”
“Yeah,” Shimon interrupted, “and they
spilled the whole two pails on his hands
because he was a special guest.”
“No,” Rabbi said, “they just asked
him why he didn’t take more water since
tradition suggested using it liberally to
clean the hands before eating. Rabbi
Salanter said, ‘we are never obligated to
inconvenience another person.’ ”
“What’s burning?” someone burst out.

***
A month after Grandma Hannah’s
funeral, an out-of-control car ran Pa
down. Aunt Audrey said he had bought
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that since the Yom Kippur holiday of
remembrance was close, it would be a
good time to go to the cemetery to visit
our family graves. I would stop at Pa’s
grave and tell him about the concert
coming up. Aunt Audrey agreed to come
to the cemetery with me and I drove
us. While we were there, among the
blooming tulip poplars, I saw a cemetery
worker I recognized. He seemed glad
to lean on his spade and chat for awhile.
I recalled Shimon and his behavior at
Grandma Hannah’s funeral.
“That fellow complained so much, I
nearly didn’t give him the stones,” the
worker said.
We laughed and he reached into his
overall pocket.
“Ya can have these if ya want ’em,”
he said.
I accepted the stones and left them
on Grandma’s and Grandpa’s graves,
thinking I would remember to bring
stones next time.

one of the poppy buns that people eat
at Purim. They found the complete bun
alongside him. His cane was under his
body, its royal Russian eagle head broken off. Aunt Audrey put the parts of
the cane atop the prayer books inside
Grandma Hannah’s trousseau chest.
I brought my violin to the Pa’s hospital
room. It needed a new string but Aunt
Audrey said I shouldn’t bother changing
it because Pa was in a coma and could
probably not hear me play. So I just held
the violin near his bed.
He died that night; he did not go to
some old age home to get suffocated
by indifference. After the funeral, some
thoughts stayed in my mind: Lord God,
Ruler of everything, why do You choose to
hide Your children away forever after they
die? Is it to show that You have the final
word in everything?
Still, we had been able to see Pa before
he died.
I have always felt that Pa’s spirit is
still showing his interest in me and my
career, although I may not have always
been aware of that.
I discovered a line of Pablo Neruda’s
in an anthology:
‘Existence is no more than a succession
of disguises and farewells.’
But there had never been any disguises
or farewells between Pa and me.
***
About eight years later, the orchestra I
played in was going to present a concerto
with me as the soloist. It occurred to me
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Zoloft Blue
How I love those little blue pills, oblong with rounded edges, elegant, as if designed
by an ancient Greek sculptor. They selectively inhibit the reuptake of Serotonin, the
substance in my brain that, if depleted, makes me consider which of the many ways
of killing myself I should pursue, and realize, even in my deepest misery, that none
of them is foolproof. Then I revere those skillful bastards who have succeeded.
But if the reuptake is blocked and my brain is rich with that brilliant serotonin
lava, I can be nearly giddy with the love of life and find pleasure in something as
simple as driving my old car or drinking a bottle of water. I love the way the holes
in the muffler collectively give voice to the engine and make the car seem more than
it is. The bottle of spring water refrigerated in my GE is almost a pure distillate of
ozone, a remnant of the pure world we have sullied so badly.
The muscle of my brain is pumped, as if I’d been doing bench presses with it.
Humankind rushes toward annihilation, but in my heart I’m not overly concerned,
because while placebo may be just as good in mild to moderate cases, in really severe
cases of depression, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors really kick ass.
Their effectiveness is beyond question. I am giddy with equanimity. I am whole. I
kiss the woman who slices lunch meat at King Sooper’s. She shoves smoked turkey at
me, leans away and calls: Next!
I kiss my doctor. I’d been wanting to do it since she first told me to stick out my
tongue and complemented me on its smoothness and the elegance of my taste buds. I
kiss her and she asks, On a scale of one to ten, how have you been feeling this week?
I kiss her again.
Have you been seeing or hearing things that aren’t really there?
I kiss her a third time
Have you been feeling suicidal or homicidal?
I kiss her more deeply, really send the tongue to a remote locale.
Do you have access to weapons?
I say: How can you ask me that, after everything we’ve been through?
She calls Security. They know me from the days when I was a high school football
star and an amateur boxer and cage fighter who went by the moniker Destructo.
They’re afraid of me and call the cops. They warn them: Be sure to bring your stun
guns, your billy clubs, and chemical weapons.
The first cop who enters the room—I kiss her.
She yells FREEZE! Hands where I can see them! Get down on your knees!
I happily comply.
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Inside the Parenthesis
Italicize the shape out of my misshapen spine, I say. The howl of the
bullet train, as it hatches out the tunnel,
overrides my words and your liquid blue
eyes open wide to a liquid blue sky. In the
doctor’s office, we forget why we’re there.
The flash on your iPhone chronicles this
little escape from a big escape. We’re told
that your body hijacked years into a parenthesis, knotting unrepeatable patterns
with the weight of curses to come. At
the core of the doctor’s coat are etchings
of fjords that blend in with the whiterthan-white sky. Yellow and lavender pills
change owners on our way out.
I say let’s go shopping for a new
face with a hint of irony, because your
eyes are like crack on merry-go-round
and I’m preposterously faceless. This
time the tap of your shoes overrides
my words. You survive on disbanding;
running away, cementing nail breaths
on pedestrians and singing a song of
a song of a song. I survive on the pills
you refuse to take. No gas masks needed,
you would say about the chemicals that
prolonged the tomorrows and I’d correct
you and say, gas masks are supposed to
protect you. But your mind is made up.
You’d rather face the inevitable godless
swamp with an unpolluted mind. Besides,
you say, everything made sense when
you ran, because everything was crooked

into place and the traffic signs emitted
a grinding awareness of life, not unlike
gravel between teeth. That is how you
cracked the night awake on our first
date – reciting the metallic song of the
universe.
These days you barely recall what
you saw in me. The gasmask helps me
forget that for a while. When your brain
is an eraser of all things you belonged
to, it is natural to forget why we ever
sewed hearts with our initials on parachutes, or how we’ve chained ourselves
to a dazzling traffic of devices. On
cloudless nights, you look forward to a
hedged nightmare and I take a yellow
and lavender pill, slide under the covers
next to you and watch my face drift up
the ceiling, at crossroads with amnesia.
In the mornings, I gulp down tap
water to stop the dryness from assassinating my throat. Then I spend hours
admiring the seagulls filling the sink.
When the parenthesis closes you can’t
say. I want to be inside. That is why I
started taking your pills in the first
place. I’m inside some days, but not really, vegetating in-and-out the lines of
a curved blade. Between me and my
gasmask and you and your running: a
snaking river that may or may not contain the hope serum. In the end, these
are your streets that migraines paint
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red, your night-play filling up to the cap
of insomnia’s belly, your veins that rain
unpolished rhythms.
At night, you crawl into bed and I ask
you how your evening was. The fog is
dying, you say, pointing to a picture of
fjords against a whiter-than-white sky
on your iPhone screen, adding it wasn’t
a good sign. Now and then, when we
outstretch ourselves, we dissipate into
one silent aftertaste. It is then we remember how in our heydays, your heart
belonged to the world of music and I
burned bridges between the worlds of
canvasses. We remember how, despite
the challenges, we made it work. Years
later, here we are, some kind of lovestruggle-love. No punctuation in-sight,
none needed.
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Toti O’Brien

In Color
She doesn’t remember. If not for that
shade of brown, warm and pleasant.
It’s called home. It comes with a
smile: brown, warm and pleasant. It is
also called light. Brown vibrates. Light
vibrates. Light and brown are warm.
Warm is home. Warm is pleasant.

Fabric. White. She is mostly white fabric. Soft. Fresh. Very fresh, about to seep
into brown. She can’t yet explore brown,
welcome its invitation to stretch, to expand, to explore. Not yet but very soon,
of course. All is very soon. Very soon,
she, the brown: all is happiness.

Brown distends itself on the sides of
her, horizontally. Also vertically: it has a
tendency of non-stopping. A tendency
of stretching on the side, and up: that is
promising, exciting. Pleasant. It doesn’t
stretch down: it can’t – that’s where she is.
She is down, at the bottom. And she
can’t stretch: she is stationary, a dot, a
period in the center of that dynamic
expanse. Brown. Promising. Luminous,
full of particles. Vibrating. She can see
the particles. She can see.
She can see self. Can she? Probably.
Parts of self – not brown – somehow
more discolored. Let us call it white: a
dress. Fabric. This is a dress. It comes
with her, always – for what she can track.
When she is, properly speaking, when
she can situates herself as a dot – a period mark – in the center of the fugue
of brown (and she smiles, she can’t help
smiling at such thought: so pleasant, so
homey)…
When she can define self, an anchor
in the middle of brown, she has a dress.

She is not in the very middle of
brown – and it doesn’t matter. She is in
the middle of nothing, she has noticed.
Everything has the tendency of being
offset. That means falling, somehow.
Everything tends to stretch further on
a side, resulting in more pleasantness.
A dynamic effect: that means an urge
to go, to peer over the protruding
side or, indeed, the opposite one. To
experience the unbalance. All is like
that: unbalanced. All is very wide…
Unfortunately, the sole part of all she
can securely manage – recall – define –
witness (for now) – is the brown light
of home that makes her smile.
At least she thinks so. Does she
think? Of course. What else is there to
do? This is what she does all the time.
Think. Simple enough.
***
Outside, they say. She is carried.
She’s not sure about that. She doesn’t
remember.
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don’t oblige that way. They stay upright
and do their funny business.
Mother is connected with doors. She
does things with doors: appear, disappear. Mother is mostly instable, and that
makes her more precious. She means
longing. Mother is longing. Longing
is like stretching, only you stretch nowhere. A tiresome stretching. Without
end. Stretching without end. Cold. It
doesn’t make you smile. Actually it tugs
you on the side, briskly, then it bends
you down. I mean your mouth, down.
Your tongue: down.
This is too extreme, of course. No
mouth, no tongue: she hasn’t gotten
that far. But she’s reaching in the right
direction. Longing makes her. Mouth,
tongue. No words yet. Does she think?
Of course. Not in words? No.
Longing is not like brown. There’s
no warm in its light. It is cold and silver.
Not less beautiful. What is beautiful?
Mother. Silvery. Moon. What is moon?
Mother. Has she seen moon? No. What
is mother? Moon.

She lies in her stroller: she can only
look up. There’s a roof made of oranges:
bright against the dark, many. Many is
very important. It is exhilarating. They
say she smiles all the time, in the garden.
She smiles out loud, she makes little
cries. Of joy, they say. That is possible.
It depends on the multitude, and the
oscillation. Multitude is exploding. A
call for possibilities, an excentric force.
Multitude is like fingers: something so
extreme she can’t reach it. At the sight
of oranges, though, her consciousness
seeps in the right direction. She has not
arrived, yet. Not her. Fingers is not her –
nor are oranges or consciousness. Does
she think? Yes. Isn’t she conscious? Not
of fingers or fruit. They are too many,
multitudinous. She’s alone, after all.
Alone after this all.
***
Mother. Is not there. She is passing
by, quickly. At least so they say. She could
confirm, probably, but with some reserve.
To be honest. She doesn’t remember.
Almost. Maybe she should confirm.
Mother passing by, quickly.
Doors. Tall openings. Very complex.
Ambiguous. Vertical, like cuts. Vertical
implies some danger, some unpleasantness. It has the tendency of imposing,
looming over. She is always down, always
at the bottom. She can move – she can
– but quite horizontally. Nothing should
stretch vertical without some horizontal attempt, horizontal allowance. Doors

Mother is feeding her moon. So they
say. She doesn’t remember. Mother is
feeding her moon, but there’s no milk
in moon. She can’t recall, can’t confirm,
cannot testify. Mouth, tongue. No teeth.
Throat. Mother is gone, the taxi waiting
for her in the street. So they say. Mother
will return to work, where she’s waited
for. A matter of doors, again. Baby didn’t
eat. She did not suck. Baby is tiresome.
Mother is tired. Baby is tired.
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is. She knows oranges: they are a version
of gold, dancing into gold. She knows
dancing. The roof of gold dances. Gold
rotates. It is the air, outside, after doors.
Doors are dangerous, and they lead into
gold. Gold is dangerous. You can only
approach gold from a carriage, where
you are safely caged, lying on your back.
You don’t crawl into gold. Especially not.

Mother fell out of brown as you’d
fall out of grace. As you will.
She has fallen out of grace. Grace is
brown.
The maid is feeding her a bottle.
Later, the maid’s feeding her food. She
doesn’t recall bottle. She recalls food: it
is brown, but another kind of it, entirely lacking vibration. Cold. Food is cold,
for she doesn’t eat it, or slowly. Maybe
food hasn’t been warmed up. Mother/
moon is not here. Maid is mother yet
isn’t. Mother, maid and moon are all
conductive to mouth. She will reach
mouth soon. It has a bad taste. Mouth
is mean.

Besides, some things do. Crawl in
gold. Things. That is a mistake: she
doesn’t know things. Things would
be like fingers, and she didn’t reach
fingers yet. Aren’t oranges like fingers?
Almost, but not quite: oranges are dots,
concentrations, knots of gold. Not really
separated.
Those crawling are black. Black
moves and cuts gold. Black has nothing
to do with brown, but she loves it as well.
Love: what is it? It is black, in motion,
and noisy. Love makes music. They say
she can look at birds for hours, from her
crib or her pram. They don’t need to further entertain her. They can take a break
from trying feeding her. Eyes wide open,
she stares at birds, smiles and vocalizes.
As she does when she sees oranges on
trees – but for birds she vocalizes more.

Baby spits. She vomits. So they say.
The activity is not clear. She does it
without cries, or smiles. She is impassible. She keeps food in her mouth for
hours, the maid says. Maybe minutes.
She doesn’t swallow. She spits. Very far.
Food lands on the opposite wall, the
maid says. It is hard to believe but the
maid is mad.
She doesn’t recall.
***
Maid is the one putting her in the
carriage, bringing her outside where
gold is. It took time to reach gold, to
understand gold. It’s another version of
brown, yet more dynamic, further expanded. The unruly version of brown:
that makes her laugh and make sounds,
they say. She doesn’t know what sound

Well, she has also grown. Maybe
she has discovered mouth. Yes, she has,
but for taste and spit. Not for sound.
Sound is not in mouth or tongue. Ears?
She doesn’t have ears. Where are ears?
What? Sound is falling in eyes from
above. She has eyes. It is where the black
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direct, simpler. Doesn’t play tricks. She’s
on the balcony, warm brown in her back
(that is home, now we’ve nailed it), kind
of silvery gold in front. Sun/moon/
out: a pixelated surface. Out is getting
more defined, now. More complex. Also
stricken with green… They call it road.

sound falls. She drinks black, she drinks
sound. It is better than food. She doesn’t
spit sound. She swallows it. Swallows.
Baby likes swallows. She’s in awe.
Just put baby where she can see birds.
She seems to understand. What? What
the birds are saying. We should trying
feeding her while she looks at birds (listen to them?) She will get distracted.
Maybe she’ll swallow.

Road is father. Road contains father.
Sometimes it spits father. Father has the
tendency to become road. Sometimes
road holds father. Father should return.
Father doesn’t return. It will return later. Later doesn’t exist, or, indeed, all is
later. Later is now. They say she reaches
to the balcony on her four, always, at teatime. How does she know? They say she
takes speed, rushes towards the balcony,
tries to sneak away. She doesn’t.
She is only looking for later. Someone
grabs her and hold her high. She looks
out, she pulls later out of the golden
maze. She pulls later. Not with her fingers, though she is now sprouting some.
At least thumbs – they are enough. But
she doesn’t summon later with thumbs:
she does it with eyes. Eyes call later, then
the sound of it falls into them. They say
she vocalizes when the car climbs the
hills, peers out of the last turn.

***
Father is a green distance. The side
of the road. Father drives. She is carried
in the moving, the motion. She is sick.
Mouth again. Throat. She doesn’t spit.
Spit is her, spit becomes her. She doesn’t
know. She is mouth. Where is mother?
Mother is mouth. Father makes motion.
Father is an engine of green. Green
motions on the side, constantly. Green
is dangerous. More dangerous than
gold, and totally different. Quite different. Green snakes, it is sinuousness. Sinuousness is unpredictable. Instable. She
doesn’t know instable. She doesn’t trust
green.
Father comes with green, and the
balcony. Someone holds her in his/her
arms. She doesn’t know someone. He/
she is behind her. She can’t worry about
behind her, truly. That is asking for too
much. She knows arms: they come in
front and around – like a carriage. A
cage. Arms hold her up. Here’s the balcony: it is not like door. In a way, more

Father scares eyes. Father comes
too close and he is unpleasant. Horribly
unpleasant. More than door, more than
mother, longing, danger, later. Horribly
is a concentrate of danger. Father has
become a concentrate of horrible danger,
coming too close to eyes. Also doing
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something else, she is not sure what.
Something shrieky that makes eyes and
mouth, suddenly, come together. An
explosion. She is crying, that is slimy and
confusing. Crying is red, and it chases
father. She has never seen red before. She
dislikes it. Father has turned away: that
means he has disappeared.
Darkness. Red crying has caused darkness. It is not black, not brown. Darkness
is something else – the absence of color.
What is color? All. What is darkness?
Nothing. Falling, she means. Nothing,
falling. Father fell.
He fell from the grace of god. She
also will. We all fall from the grace of
god. Father has. Each time she sees father, she cries. Father becomes darker
and darker. He keeps falling. She keeps
falling. She couldn’t fall any lower.
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Bruce Colbert
New Year’s Day
White crane stands solitary in the frigid January surf with careful glances for a
future of plentitude, not despondent, occupying this moment of need or want,
maybe vainglorious, and even though perhaps unfulfilled, flies in overcast skies
with
determined graceful wings toward this narrow estuary, to pause, not with
concern but knowledge born of instinct, purpose known, to watch, and then
tree born, reflect,
as a blue heron with dragging webbed feet splashing in the murky channel moves
through this chill, a low-flying carriage with leggy pontoons, landing near the
wooden bridge, and then with resolve dives deep, and we wait for the bird
to surface, to announce its crested head, and dive again, but we see nothing, and
yet we wait, watchful on the bayou and then across the Bay, alert for something,
an animal gesture, sound, a single breath heard or seen, the beak
through the water to gasp, and then dive again, swim, it’s possible. But the water
is deserted except to those below and this silent underworld chorus, and the heron
disappears.
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Barbara Diehl
After Life
Surely they die, the birds. All that whir
and flurry. Slingshots of stones
slung at giants. In a trembling of finches,
some of them must fall. The birds
must have remains, leave more behind
than a whistle in blades of grass.
Red vanes loosed in the pinwheel
whoosh of a child’s fist.
They must come to earth, not persist
as bright spirits held upright
by brass poles and paused, aloft,
their flash and spark switched off.
They must end, their carousel
music slowing from a hummingbird
blur of notes to tin tinks
set seconds, then minutes apart, an end
to the spin and glide, the dart and weave,
the ink of birds a spill endlessly seeping
into the blotter of a sky,
thousands of them mopped by clouds into
an afterlife. Surely, they must have an afterlife,
all these black birds that punctuate
the oaks and evergreens we believe will never fall,
the commas and dashes that make all of this
make sense, the periods that elongate
into ellipses in the leaves, a narrative
of the elation of stones, whistling, winged,
and felling giants.
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My Apocalypse
I dream often about an apocalypse
nothing god-wrought
but brought about by
men in offices
who click and double click and
supervise others authorized
to click and initiate implosions
of rooms in units of high-rise buildings
and to oversee sinkholes swallowing
yellow taxicabs and the children
on field trips to museums
of natural history.
I dream the men who end the world
are on a conference call
and if I do not have an appointment
I can wait until the call ends when
an administrative assistant will take notes
about any concerns I may have,
auto-correctly, pausing at times
to glance away as planes crash
into a nearby sea,
then ask me to speak in bullet points,
please, emphatic about the need
for clarity, for brevity.
I dream I steel myself against the shattering
windows that lesser executives
have fallen or been thrown from,
leaving their hardware husks, the software
that won’t respond, the encroaching cables
bent on loss of data, all the archives
irretrievable as a dream
left on a damp sheet,
and I wake, every time, relieved,
that the world is as it was,
in a cloud and in compliance.
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bleached mannequin
Laundromat
Since the Pope began the Ministry of Aesthetic, sponsored by SADIDAS, in my
almost white off-white bathroom Mary’s statue has watered 563,102 megapixels.
I must’ve entered a wrong number from the one-time password the female voice
told me was 011010001010100011101100010111001111010 because the soap
didn’t come out of the bio-plastic box. After this Monday’s cosmetic dinner,
I shall pass by the drugstore and take some Metafewsical tablets for the daily
induction of thought. 1101000110011101010111100000001.
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M.A. Schaffner
Fourteen Things You Should Know
About Your Facebook Friend
1. No matter how hard it rains, my insides stay moist.
2. I serve Roquefort to my inner child.
3. Most days I have corporeal mass, yet
when antelopes shriek, I stand ready with towels.
4. No one knows I’m fribbish.
5. On the whole, I’d rather be in gelatin.
6. My first cow was called Mrs. Jones.
7. Although I have no upper toes,
I was once caught fibrillating my exoskeleton.
8. I have no exoskeleton.
9. Any more.
10. My father was Nehi, my mother was Rock Creek.
11. Neolithic is a state of mime.
12. No matter where you go, there are pangolins.
13. Posterity is an unsatisfactory audience.
14. My obituary is written in Linear B.
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Giuseppe Martella

clear geography of a brow
in sheer loss, entirely,
until the return.

chiara geografia di una fronte
in pura perdita, interamente,
fino al ritorno.

***

ink order,
you fall into the strike of the wall

ordine d’inchiostro
cadi dentro l’urto della parete

hexagon after hexagon,
in the vitreous grin of phosphorylation.

esagono dopo esagono,
nel sorriso vetro di fosforilazione.
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this vault unknown
to the chest
grows in the first
heaven, carefully.

questa volta sconosciuta
al torace
cresce nel primo
cielo, con attenzione.

***

whole, fair water,
meaningless

acqua intera, serena,
senza significato

sets up strides and silver
for the scattered son.

prepara i passi e l’argento
per il figlio che non sa dove andare.

[ Translations by the Author]
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Charlie Baylis
Prawn Crackers de Jo
After Rachael Allen and Selima Hill
When I had a wife the air was full of straw
I couldn’t quite place the size of her waist
beside the side of my waste, her fingers
would often fall out of her knuckles, I’d come home
to the round sound of the dishwasher, fairy light frenzies
she couldn’t quite bend me, shape me, anyway she wanted
she set all our children on fire, one by one
I would run around putting them out, little
brutes that was the way it was with my wife
there are many things I like about salty evenings
in the harbour throwing shipwrecks at the ships
there are many thing I like about the national dish
but about my wife I’m not so sure, certainly there
was a smell of stale prawn crackers and her helium
dipped amphetamine necklace, the mornings mushroom
picking in pink angel delight, the, well I’d tell more but
I’ve got a lump of coal lodged in my throat, every time
I cough I spit out diamonds, the house next door burnt
down in an acid blaze, I wept in the yellow jacket of smoke
real tears of joy – I’d always hated the neighbours
the way you’d hate an imp with an ulcer, metaphors
are not my strong suit, some evenings there are stingrays
in my soup, I’ve been searching for eyes to galvanize
my drive like an air hostess in sequin tights hold on
there’s a voice coming through the other line
have I mentioned the straw like texture of the air?
I’ve been listening to a poem that inspired another poem
the number of burning children is stacking up now
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and I don’t feel good when I get down on my knees
and make myself vulnerable, now my wife has left
I eat Chinese takeaways with my fingers
and leave them in a state – each lick makes me cleaner.
I do not dabble with cement. If I’ve one last complaint
it’s that I have far too much time on my hands
and that the rice is too sticky – I can’t get it off the roof
of my mouth and all the walls of my house a pity
perhaps there is someone I could call about that?
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Riccardo Duranti

Scuttling through the paradox
imparted by the archer
– god of the assumed vacuum –
swarms of arrows
progress in parallel
shot at the same time
from the symmetrical bows
(of the zero)
and slowly but inexorably
they do pierce us
for ever and ever
through and through…

Svirgolando per il paradosso
impresso dall’arciere
– il dio del vuoto presunto –
avanzano paralleli
sciami di frecce
scoccate in simultanea
dagli archi simmetrici
(dello zero)
e lente ma inesorabili
ci trafiggono
all’infinito
da parte a parte…
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Nothing expands time like love.
Nothing accelerates it like sleep
(and through dreams, at times, it multiplies it
in thousands of free and ephemeral streams).
Let us then stay awake late when we are together.
Let us sleep only to quench the thirst from absence.

Nulla dilata il tempo come l’amore.
Nulla lo accelera come il sonno
(e con i sogni, a volte, lo moltiplica
in mille rivoli liberi ed effimeri).
Vegliamo dunque a lungo se siamo insieme.
Dormiamo solo per spegnere la sete dell’assenza.
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The Message
for Raymond Carver
Pain takes a terrible revenge
against whoever
unmasked it
giving it the shape it deserves,
revealing, from inside,
its four dimensions:
length, width, depth and silence –
It waits
crouching
in the background
filing its claws
for maximum hurt power
and waste effect
on a finally found ease.
You knew this all the time
and have been trying to tell us.
Roger.
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Messaggio
a Raymond Carver
Il dolore si vendica di brutto
su chiunque
l’abbia smascherato
dandogli la forma che si merita,
rivelando, dall’interno,
le sue quattro dimensioni:
lunghezza, larghezza, profondità e silenzio –
Attende
in agguato
sullo sfondo
affilandosi gli artigli
per la massima potenza di far male
ed effetto distruttivo
su un agio finalmente trovato.
Tu l’hai sempre saputo
e hai provato a dircelo.
Ricevuto.
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Status
Dragging for lost anchors
what have you found?
More sand than you can sift
down the narrow funnel
of time running out,
less light than you can bear
before the impending dark.
So float free and drift away
while you can.
Your portable temple of solitude
is the only place you can afford
cold
crystal
clear
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Status
Dragando in cerca di ancore perdute
cos’hai trovato?
Più sabbia di quanta tu ne possa vagliare
nell’imbuto stretto
del tempo che scorre via,
meno luce di quanta tu ne possa sopportare
prima del buio che avanza.
Allora galleggia libero e va alla deriva
finché puoi.
Il tuo tempio della solitudine portatile
è l’unico posto che ti puoi permettere
freddo
limpido
		cristallino
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Carter Vance
Steel Sometimes Bends
Errant heat sparks the clashing
clatter of tea cart trays, straining
rail spikes, ties to
cement casing, careful poured:
how still, how silent, all,
but for those first unfelt tremors:
wheel turning once too fast, too often
a day, running ice cooled to
crevice shape, inching degrees imperceptible
until a swift stroke comes to bear.
But this was all metaphor, and now you
are “art”,
and I’d ask how it feels to be heat,
to inhabit steel,
but if you are so sincere,
I thought you’d hung the stars,
angled lunar shimmer so well, too.
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Daniel Roy Connelly

Faber New Poets 13-16: A Review of Pamphlets
by Crispin Best, Rachel Curzon,
Sam Buchan-Watts, and Elaine Beckett
The latest four Faber New Poets make persuasive, strong and vastly diverse
cases for their appearance in the ongoing debutant series. Poems tackle historical
female subjection, questions big and small for Barack Obama – likely anticipating a
torrent of poetry in the coming months – animal welfare, and sharp fragments of
disrupted childhood.
I had begun reading the manuscripts in a children’s playground in Rome (I have
a son, it seems necessary to point out), when a mother asked me, in Italian, whether
I was Crispin Best, whose name was on the front page, topmost on my lap. At that
very moment I turned to admire, as had many others, a father playing keepie-uppie
at the bottom of the kiddie slide. Knowing he had a crowd, he flipped the football left
foot to right foot before back-heeling it over his head and striking a perfect volley
straight into the face of his daughter sitting on a green plastic mushroom 5 yards
away. Nothing pretty or of value came of this. Reading done, my first question for
this review is to the real Crispin Best, and what he would make of the awful slapstick,
comedy into tragedy, hero to zero bathos of Dad as Francesco Totti unwittingly
poleaxing his kid in the service of bella figura.
Best is a bouncy writer, not given to ambulation, one
who favours simplistic yet dizzying syntax, ee cummings
inspired yet clearly his own. Best possesses a child-like
persona with big overwhelming questions, as in ‘they are
building a building’ – “i have been thinking of the universe
/ …the sun paints me brightly / polishes the day moon
/ above my head” followed by a bug-eyed conclusion –
“oh my”. Overwhelmed conclusions – almost to the point
of speechlessness – are manifest throughout the brief
sampling, from which it is possible to observe that Best
is also a master of Absurdist distraction. In ‘fao: barack
obama’ (the likely first of thousand of titles that will
bear his name in the coming 8 months), the poet, whose
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writing screams performance, questions POTUS with youthful directness: “barack
obama what should I do / with my only life and / what if v neck stood for / very
neck // at every turn / people find things quite unbelievable / every cat has a dad
/ take a moment now barack / to consider the implications…” In true Absurdist
fashion, the powerful appeal to political authority is undermined by the mundanity
of the ensuing details. And so the inner child lays out an instant manifesto.
As Shakespeare and Beckett well knew, the best tragi-comedians use slapstick
to disrupt tragic patterns. Here comes Best’s “custard pie in the face of certain
death”, much more of which I’d like to read, exposing, as it does, the absurdities of
our time and our times. He does so with impressive compactness, containing the
swerves, forcing collaborative engagement with cake smudges round his mouth.
Faber has a man-child on their hands.
Rachel Curzon’s pamphlet is more cohesive; a
memoirist’s eye drives 11 poems which traverse
outstanding mental landscapes. I looked up ‘Marianne
Davies’ on Wikipedia to discover she was a renown English
musician acquainted with the Mozart family and a regular
correspondent of Benjamin Franklin, the inventor of
the instrument. I then sidetracked to ‘Glass Armonica’,
which instrument Davies was the first ever to perform in
public. My delight at the discovery of obscured female
achievement in Rachel Curzon’s ‘Advice upon Marianne
Davis in which She Expounds upon the Perils of Mr
Franklin’s Glass Armonica’ is tempered by the telling of
Davies’ own inhibitive society, in which the sound from
the armonica is the sound of the repressible siren. No matter that Davies is sans
pareil in a male-dominated hierarchy, the narrator must accept her place because
“there is nothing else but this / for all the life to come – // Accomplishments.” Not
to mention “safe encounters / with acceptable gentleman.”
Curzon writes stridently (if didactically) – “Beware… Approach… Listen…” –
of external freedom and the freedom to repress, but with a sudden swerve inward
to the narrator’s mind’s eye caught in a deeply personal space, the instrument also
recalling “the cold that settles / on a house when all the promises have cracked /
to let a kind of winter in.” Whether or not the writer speaks from personal experience, the frigidity of controlled spaces pervades these poems. “I have spoken my
own name / exactly fourteen times since I arrived” brings us into a sequence of
eleven poems that place institutions – mythical, metaphysical and state – alongside
the journeys we make through them. “I painted a picture with my fingers. / I told
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them it was my mother” is a simple artistic response to the science of quarantine.
‘Ultrasound’ is a powerful dialogue between science, “a clinical kind of cold” and
the narrator’s imaginary “red-headed baby with his intimidating / rower’s thighs…”
It is also a disturbing inner monologue rolled out amid the ritual examination of a
quadruple pregnancy, though the patient is actually there to have her liver checked,
which is the external scientific reality. When a simple procedure becomes a turmoil
of the imagination that warps tragically to sterility, we engage powerfully with the
pain that surround childlessness to those who crave parenthood.
Curzon dodges between her childhood of music and her present, “marking
papers alone” at university. In the space between these two “high quality inks”,
Curzon produces a condensed poetic Bildungsroman. In ‘Question’, she soliloquises,
rationalises, tries to order her existence: “I buy thoughtful presents. / …I try to
bring people in from the sidelines. / I am at my best with underdogs and misfits.
/ …I can tolerate long stretches alone. / …I like to be held after sex.” This also
sounds like a Tinder profile to which any sane reader would swipe right.
Sam Buchan-Watts’ poetics are dense and multifarious. In
‘Matters Concerning God’, a poem that feels like a coffin
reared for the absent, we move quickly from light to opacity to darkness, from a subject once kept ‘at arm’s reach
like a lit birthday cake’ now become the object of a stalker
who observes from distance his “porch, // the hot, halogen
hall, [his] father’s chide over grades.” The curious focus of
observation forces a dissatisfied Buchan-Watts to yearn for
a return to a childhood of “dingy corners; ancient filth and
other matter; places the skylight can’t reach.”
The prose poem set in contemporary spaces with urgent
rhythms and narrative drifts is a force in this selection,
recalling John Ashbery et al. of The New York School.
‘Moon’ sees the poet stretch out a televised memory of moon landings to the absurdist
speculation about “the futility of flags and their fluttering”. ‘Narrow Contact Zone’
leads us through the contemporary edge-of-town neon nightmare that is “Cineworld,
Ashford” and the next door leisure centre. In ‘Nose to Tail’, an obsession with pigs
stacked in a two-tier truck in a lengthy jam recalls Robert Wyatt’s 1986 Pigs, though
Wyatt’s trip was through Wiltshire not Norfolk. Nonetheless it makes an excellent
accompaniment to Buchan-Watts’ tight-knit tender observations of eerily silent
beasts piled sky high on their way to being slaughtered.
In 16 poems Buchan-Watts strives to contextualise time and place through apt
language, such as the 80’s car journey in ‘Car Game Logic’, during which the narrator
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observes from the back seat “the mod con sound proof ” and passing monuments
that “pop up willy-nilly”. Appropriation works less well with no set epoch, such as
in ‘The Days Go Just Like That’. Emerging into day and society from what reads
like a hangover, the subject must endure “skew-whiff ”, “rhubard-rhubards” and
an unfortunate “radiant tinkle”. I understand the need to contextualise the social
skirmishes we are forced to endure every day but the specifics of Buchan-Watts’
language is at times anachronistic.
Elaine Beckett’s work brings to mind Mike Leigh’s
acute filmic observation and Harold Pinter’s poetic
circumlocutions. ‘For Roy’ reveals the obsessive tendencies
of a neighbourhood watchman whose wife struggles to
make sense of his new-found habits. Writing elliptically,
Beckett converges around issues of separation, of the
irrecoverable past, and of honest industry in the throws of
advanced capitalistic death. ‘Melting’ brilliantly conveys
an ancient trade – fishmongery – “the marble slab: a few
tubs of prawns, a kipper” and adds (with something of the
late Victoria Wood), the promise of a possible assignation
with the stallholder, a rippling undercurrent of suburban
double-speak: “[t]hen fishmonger told me he used to be a
journalist / and I said I’d like to buy his kipper; / for you, he mouthed, the kipper
will be just two pounds.” Make that risqué Dick Emery, the forgotten TV superstar
comedian of the 1970’s, who might have himself added that “we tacitly agreed to
extend the conversation”, innocuous and knowing.
Micro poetry is a feature of Beckett’s selection, ‘Small Puffin Jug’ and ‘Something
Pink’ coming to a total of 20 lines. The irony of loss in the first, the unpacked jug
“all plump and optimistic” and “the absence on the mantelpiece” in the second speak
equally of ruptured pasts. The forty-word Kensington is too slight – or maybe I just
didn’t get it at all – whereas the hierarchy of 1970’s profanity in ‘Norfolk Winter
’72’ is spot on: “I’d said fuck a couple of times too many at a party / when everyone
else was saying bloody”; here are Afghan furs and Philip Roth, love, loss, transience,
and revolution. The more exasperated narrator of ‘Killer Whale’ points a finger at
Sea World, reality TV and we who would tune in to watch majestic creatures leap for
food. With a swerve to the zoophilic, viewers are invited to watch the whale being
masturbated for sperm. “[A]nd I think why on earth am I watching this?” asks the
narrator. Good question, not that any answer will change a thing for the whales.
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